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Abstract
Social debt is analogous to technical debt in many ways: it represents the state of software development organisations
as the result of “accumulated” decisions. In the case of social debt, decisions are about people and their interactions.
Our objective was to study the causality around social debt in practice. In so doing, we conducted exploratory
qualitative research in a large software company. We found many forces together causing social debt; we represented
them in a framework, and captured anti-patterns that led to the debt in the first place. Finally, we elicited best
practices that technicians adopted to pay back some of the accumulated debt. We learned that social debt is strongly
correlated with technical debt and both forces should be reckoned with together during the software process.
Keywords: Software project management; Social debt; Socio-technical decisions; Social software engineering;
Case study

1 Introduction
Software engineering success is increasingly dependent
on the well-being of development communities [1]. In
some of our previous work [2-4], we found many decisions
influencing community well-being. For example, changing
the organisational structure [5] of the development community (e.g., through outsourcing), changing the development process (e.g., by adopting agile methods), leveraging
on global collaboration (e.g., by striking a balance between
formal and informal communication across global sites)
are all socio-technical decisions, i.e. social and technical at the same time, that influence the state and welfare
of developing communities and their members [5]. The
social connotation of these decisions, changes the way
people work and interact with others - i.e., their organisational and social structure [4]. The technical connotation
of these decisions, changes the way in which development
tasks are worked out. In agile methods, for example using
Kanban boards, a “pull” task-allocation is often used, as
opposed to classic “push”.
Some socio-technical decisions eventually cause additional cost (e.g., through delays) on software projects and
the development community around them. This cost, is
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not immediately visible and its resolution is often postponed. Also, if the same decisions remain into place,
project costs may increase. For example, organisations
often employ strict information-filtering protocols to protect industrial secrets when they embark in open-source
[6]. This decision, however, might slow down development interactions, causing delays or even inciting fear.
This extra cost is conceptually similar to technical debt
[7], i.e., the additional project cost caused by sub-optimal
technical decisions. However this extra cost is not necessarily related to code and it is actually “social” in nature, i.e.
connected to people and their development organisation.
Paraphrasing Cunningham [8] who first introduced technical debt, social debt can be thought as: “not quite right
development community - which we postpone making
right”. In Layman’s terms, by social debt, we indicate the
additional cost occurring when strained social and organisational interactions get in the way of smooth software
development and operation.
While technical debt has received increased attention
over the last 10 years, this other form of debt, namely
“social debt”, has remained latent and relatively unexplored. For instance, software engineering practitioners
still lack a way to formalise socio-technical decisions and
measure the connected debt.
This article takes one small step forward towards defining and studying social debt by means of an industrial
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exploratory case study. The case study was driven by the
following research questions: “What are the factors at play
around social debt during the software lifecycle? Are there
patterns in said factors? Can they be mitigated?”
From our study we learned that, indeed, there is a strong
correlation between social debt and sub-optimal characteristics in organisational-social structures behind software development communities. Also, social debt is inextricably related to technical debt in many ways, e.g., uninformed socio-technical decisions generate both social and
technical debt in a compounding manner that cannot be
trivially “payed back”. In addition, our findings suggest
the presence of community “smells”, i.e., precursors to the
emergence of social debt, much like code smells may lead
to technical debt, e.g. as shown in [9] by Zazworka et al.
Finally, our findings uncovered some “mitigation strategies”, i.e., ways in which some community “smells” may be
averted and avoid the debt, even if partially.
In summary, this article offers four contributions: (1) a
framework to define and interpret social debt; (2) a list
of community “smells”, intended as socio-technical antipatterns that may appear normal but in fact reflect unlikeable community characteristics, such as anti-social organisational behaviour across the community, e.g., developers
that refuse or delay information sharing; (3) a list of mitigations to said community “smells”, as emerging from our
case study; (4) a list of lessons learned as part of our case
study that further discuss social debt and its implications.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2
outlines previous work related to the study of social
debt. Section 3 outlines our study design, discussing our
research methods and materials. Section 4 presents our
contribution while Section 5 discusses their implications,
pointing out to relevant threats to validity and ways in
which they were tackled. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
article.

studies contributes to social debt by providing evidence
of its existence and impact. In addition these studies provide valuable data to identify the orders of magnitude that
regulate social debt. Our study is related to results noted
by Nagappan et al. [12], in that we confirmed the relation between solid and straightforward software development/operations and well-structured software development social organisations. However, in our case we
observed a live organisational and social structure to elicit
possible causes and effects for its sub-optimality. While
Nagappan et al. establish the causality between organisational structures and software quality, we strived to
understand patterns of sub-optimality across said structures, e.g., to allow for preventive action by means of social
networks analysis (SNA) [15]. More in particular, we
found correlations between sets of organisational-social
circumstances and additional cost in software process.
Also, we reported the recurrent set of circumstances in
which said additional costs occur. While the study by
Nagappan et al. serves as motivation and theoretical foundation for our study of social debt, the results in this paper
are useful for practitioners embarking on software engineering so that recurrent patterns can be detected and
avoided.
Studies on socio-technical congruence, first defined by
Cataldo et al. in [16] can support the study of social debt.
Socio-technical congruence is the degree to which technical and social dependencies match, when coordination
is needed. For example, in [17] Cataldo et al. elaborate
socio-technical congruence in formal terms and empirically investigate its impact on product quality. Similar
works (e.g. [18]), can be used as starting points to evaluate
metrics for social debt. Perhaps socio-technical congruence represents a first rudimental metric for social debt
in certain development communities. In our study we
did not put any emphasis on measurements, although we
offer a rough estimation of the debt we encountered. Our
measurement, however, is not based on socio-technical
congruence. Nevertheless, the results of our study could
be used to evaluate if and how socio-technical congruence can be used as a measurement for social debt and to
what degree. Indeed, as part of our results we observed
that socio-technical congruence is sufficient to express
one third of the possible “debt-effects”, i.e., those related to
collaboration.
An evolution of the socio-technical stream leads to
works such as that of de Souza et al. [19] discuss awareness
maintenance mechanisms. These mechanisms are intuitively close to the notion of social debt, since their role
is to track and maintain project knowledge with the aim
of limiting delays and connected “debt”. In relation to this,
our work offers means to observe social debt in action and
relate it to social constructs and characteristics such as
awareness.

2 State of the art
On of the very first attempts at linking software and the
social/organisational processes around it is represented
by Conway’s Law [10]. According to Conway’s law, software mimics (and sometimes is almost isomorphic to)
the organisational-social structure around it. Therefore,
understanding and supporting this structure, is critical
to engineer software better, e.g., fitting dynamic users’
needs and their new expectations. This can be useful
to, for example, use IT to support governance in global
corporations [11].
Nagappan et al. [12] show in practice the influence of
organisational structure and other “human” aspects on
software quality. This and similar works (e.g. Repenning
et al. [13] or Viana et al. [14]) bring evidence that motivates our study of social communities in organisations
and the debt (if any) connected to them. This family of
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Bird et al. in [20] use social-network analysis to investigate coordination among groups of developers with
socio-technical dependencies. These lead to using socialnetworks analysis to elaborate on social debt, studying the
very foundations of communities, i.e. their social-network
representation. In our work, we did carry some limited
form of social-network and organisational analysis. An
additional study of our data using socio-technical networks as a construct to structure our data might have
revealed additional insights in social debt. This study,
however, is out of the scope of this article. Conversely, our
results in this paper strive to concretise recurrent set of
circumstances into patterns that can quickly be reused in
practice to avoid connected nasty consequences.
Works in organisational or socio-technical decision
making (e.g. scaling agile methods or offshoring) can provide sample arenas in which social debt emerges. For
example, Cusick and Prasad in [21] research the process
of understanding if the current organisational layout of
a company is performant (or even compatible) with certain decisions (going “offshore” in their case). For more
informed decision-making, it is vital to measure the social
debt (if any) connected to such decisions. Similarly to
[21], many works research the influence of organisational
decisions on collaboration and product quality aspects,
for example [22,23]. These works support the study of
social debt’s impact in different scenarios, in terms of endproduct quality and evolvability. Our work shares similar
goals to the works above in supporting decision-making
by means of a social debt framework - to establish the variables around the phenomenon - and recurrent patterns
behind its emergence - to avoid or calculate additional
costs.
Finally, from a social point of view, many works are
indeed related to defining and characterising social debt.
First, there is a rich and elaborate body of knowledge
concerning social capital, e.g., Meverson in [24]. In Layman’s terms, social capital assumes the role of an opposite
force to social debt in that it measures and maintains
the positive value connected to certain organisational and
social structures. In continuum with social capital, social
and organisational Labianca et al. in 2008 introduced the
notion of social ledger [25], conceptually similar to social
debt. Quoting from Labianca et al. “[the effect of ] the
social liabilities that can result from negative relationships
[...] in order to flesh out the entire social ledger [of an
organization]”.

the concept can be used, for example, to represent the lack
of trust within a community [27] or the degree to which
it is immature or unable to tackle a certain development
problem. We sought to characterise and study social debt,
pivoting around the following research questions: “What
are the factors at play around social debt during the software lifecycle? Are there patterns in said factors? Can they
be mitigated?”

3 Research design
3.1 Research problem and research question

From sociology literature, quoting from Onions [26]:
“social debt of a society represents the set of strained
social relationships that emerges as a consequence of
debtor-creditor circumstances”. In software engineering,

3.2 Research methodology
3.2.1 Empirical background

The results in this article are based on a study in a large
IT service provider (which we call “Capita” from now
on) for the aviation industry. “Capita” has around 3,000
employees in several locations in Germany and around
Europe. Also, “Capita” controls several offices in 14 other
countries.
The context of our investigation is a large software
project featuring the Integration of two very different
software products (which we call “Integra” from now
on). The community of developers we analysed involves
two geographically distributed production sites A and
B. Both sites are responsible for the implementation of
incoming user requests (e.g., new requirements, revised
requirements, bug-reports, etc.) and maintenance of the
two products to be integrated (which we call RED and
GREEN, from now on). The main organisational difference between the two sites, pointed to us when we first
started our investigation, is that responsibilities in the
remote site are limited to follow what is decided by product managers in Site A. Product managers are responsible
for management, software architecture, requirement elicitation and critical decision making. Also, while RED was
a well established product, active for well over 10 years,
the GREEN product and people were relatively new.
In our study, the objective of “Capita” was to: (a) clarify the organisational and social problems for the project
under inquiry by distilling a clearer organisational picture
(i.e., to understand the organisational scenario involving
the two sites and their ramifications to other branches of
the “Capita”, if any); (b) later on, consolidate and generalise our approach for this study for further reuse in
other projects. The gathered data was to be analysed and
evaluated, highlighting the pros and cons (consistencies,
completeness, weakness, strengths, etc.) from a decisionmaking point of view, highlighting the roles and factors
involved in the different groups taking part in the scenario,
and trying to find ways to harmonise their collaboration
for the benefit of the Integration project. The industrial
partner instructed us to possibly describe how the decision making process should be carried out at best and
what knowledge elements should be part of the decision making so that resulting organisational and social
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structure is more sound, well constructed and better fit for
the development effort at hand.

a) Pilot study: a set of 3 interviews were randomly
selected to generate an initial set of codes by an
independent researcher.
b) develop initial theory: based on the pilot study, an
initial theory was generated
c) Constant comparison: the pilot study generated an
initial set of 39 codes. These were organised into a
hierarchy of codes based on emerging relations
between concepts. Thus structured, the start-up list
of codes was used to code the rest of the interviews.
Each interview transcript was analysed line by line
with the list of codes. A code was applied if it reflected
a concept in a paragraph, i.e., microanalysis [34].
d) Constant memo-ing: along step 3, notes were kept
to capture key messages, relations and observations
on the study.
2. Selective Coding - (2 phases)
a) Axial coding: comparing the concepts coded led us
to inductively generate relations among coded
concepts (e.g. “Sub-Optimal Organisational
Structure” causes “Social Debt”, etc.)
b) Aliasing: the definitions of all concepts coded were
compared with each other to identify aliases.
3. Theoretical Coding - (3 phases)
a) Data arrangement: we captured every portion of
text that was coded with a code on a table.
b) Data modelling: the data was represented in a
diagram (see Figure 1). The diagram shows all the
core concepts (i.e., code-clusters resulting from axial
coding, phase (b)) and relations found
c) Theoretical sampling: the diagrams and all the
data at hand were analysed and sorted, trying to
identify recurrent patterns, underlying relations and
hidden meaning. Our observation was aided by
standard analysis methods such as weighted
frequency analysis (i.e. by analysing the number of
times certain concepts showed up against the
number of interviews in which they were found)
card-sorting (by rearranging the hierarchy of types to
let underlying relations show themselves), and
conceptual modelling.

3.2.2 Data collection

The data we used to obtain our results is based on 16
semi-structured interviews (with an average of 90 mins
per interview) as well as 3 focus-groups (with a duration average of 3 hrs) and two workshops (half-day) to
investigate the scenario over a period of 6 months. The
study involves a total of 22 people, including: managers,
architects, developers, operators, Integration engineers,
testers, technological assistants, logistic assistants and
product owners. Interviewee selection was carried out to
ensure complete coverage of the development/operations
community at hand. This criterion made sure that the
entire organisational and social scenario was investigated.
Nevertheless, to access difficult to reach or hidden populations in our scenario, we adopted “Snowball” sampling,
i.e., asking our interviewees “who else should we ask about
<a topic>?” [28]. This is typical in scenarios such as ours
where fear and similar social factors may obscure key
people or information from researchers’ view.
Interviewsa were structured according to procedures
and guidelines suggested by Neville-Neil [29]. It should
be noted that social debt itself was never mentioned
during data elicitation, to avoid bias. In addition, focusgroups were instrumented according to guidelines previously introduced by Morgan et al. [30]. Finally, workshops were structured according to the “Working Group”
organisational and social structure in [5]. The aim of the
workshops was to provide validation of observations made
and refinement where possible, e.g., for unclear or misunderstood concepts. A final workshop was held with all
participants present, to further validate our observations
after analysis was completed. A report of the study was
compiled into a presentation and hand-outs with possible
comments. After the presentation, the results were discussed in groups and hand-outs were used for feedback.
Following strict non-disclosure agreements, all transcriptions were completely anonymised at the source.
3.3 Analysis methods

The findings presented in this paper were elaborated following a rigorous empirical analysis approach based on
several methods and described in the following.
3.3.1 Grounded theory

The results reported in this article were obtained conducting an exploratory case study, according to guidelines
proposed in Runeson et al. [31]. We analysed said material using Grounded Theory [32,33]. Our GT approach is
structured as follows:
1. Open Coding - (4 phases)

Finally, coding was carried out by two independent
coders to ensure inter-coder reliability. First, the method
was applied by a junior researcher that generated the
pilot list of possible codes (39 codes). Second, a post-doc
researcher re-coded a fresh version of the entire dataset
using the pilot list of codes, resolving issues in concordance with researchers involved.
3.3.2 Causality modelling

To represent causality, we applied the 6C model [35].
The 6C model allows to represent empirical causality
by relating six variables: Cause, meaning the event or
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Figure 1 An interpretative framework for social debt.

circumstance that gives rise to a consequence; Consequence, meaning the effect produced by a certain cause;
Condition, meaning the constellation of variables that
need to be true in order for a cause to manifest into a
consequence; Context, meaning the circumstances that
form the setting of the causality function; Covariance,
the set of conditions that produce a mutual variation with
cause or effect; Contingent, the event or artefact whose

Figure 2 6C model for grounded theory.

value is compromised by the consequences in the causality
function. These six variables are to be found among core
concepts.
For example, on Figure 2,“Category” represents a community smell. The left-hand side represents the cause
for “Category”, i.e. the set of circumstances that make
“Category” evident and result into the consequences on
the right-hand side. In addition to the cause, the smell
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“Category” might be subject to a set of conditions (box
on top of “Category”, see Figure 2). Causes for “Category”
exist in the context of the smell (On top of the conditions
in Figure 2). Let’s assume you might want to do something about the smell by influencing “Category” cause.
Certain covariances (or co-evolving factors) might occur
(lower-box under “Category” cause). Contingents (lowerbox on the right-hand side) represent the value or event
influenced by the consequences of “Category”, similar to
covariances, but for consequences.
From the total set of core concepts extracted during
coding, we identified existing causality dependencies for
about 20% of concepts found. While in most cases the
application of the 6C was straightforward, in some cases
we fell short in identifying “Covariance” and “Contingent”.
This is further discussed in Section 5. When our data did
not allow us to apply the 6 Cs, we used a “ - ” sign in the
related figure: there was no core concept in our study that
was applicable.

average delay (4 hrs) using delays directly reported in our
interviews for these characteristics, where possiblec ; (c)
multiplied the two values.
According to our calculations, This figure equates to a
total of 57 days of extra cost connected to social debt. This
number is referred to the closing date of our study. Moreover, evidence from the final rounds of interviews and
workshops (around the end of our study) suggest that this
estimate was bound to increase, e.g., quoting from the last
workshop in our dataset: “I am [still] not aware of any way
to provide [direct] feedback to an architect. The only way
we are using is by talking and asking around [to strangers]”.
In addition, our study revealed a number of characteristics of social debt, also evident in Figure 1:
• Social Debt is indirectly connected to
socio-technical decisions; analysing the latter
requires aiming for the former - As evident from
Figure 1 there is no direct relation between
socio-technical decisions (“Socio-Technical Decision”
class in Figure 1) and the emergence of social debt
(“SocialDebt” class in Figure 1). For example in our
case study of “Integra” we found a key decision to
adopt a new programming language as an Integration
bridge between RED and GREEN. This decision
seemed good at the time it was taken and was
motivated by two reasons: (a) the language’s efficiency
for the job; (b) the language was shared between RED
and GREEN, tentatively helping in the creation of an
organisational bridge between the two communities.
Eventually, however, the decision caused the addition
of new technicians to the organisational and social
structure which caused fear factors to emerge in the
rest of developers. Consequent condescending
behaviour resulted in managers and software
architects to issue a project slow-down, for
problem-solving. At the end of the study, we
confirmed that problems related to that decision were
still causing slowdowns. This not withstanding, this
property might be related to the exploratory nature of
our study. Since we introduced social debt only after
the interviews, it would have been impossible for
interviewees to point out direct relationships between
social debt and socio-technical decisions, if any.
• Social Debt cannot be ascribed to any one
software artefact in the development and
operations process, rather, it is an emergent
property of the development community itself As evident from Figure 1, there are no relations
between social debt and any software artefacts.
Conversely, there is strong evidence that suggests the
effect social debt has on software artefacts, as
represented by the relation between the “SocialDebt”
class in Figure 1) and the “DebtEffect” sub-classes in
Figure 1). For example, in our case study of “Integra”

4 Results
4.1 Defining social debt: a framework

As previously noted, the core concepts that define social
debt emerging from our study are presented in Figure 1
using a UML notation. The framework depicts the core
concepts that play a role in social debt (Classes UML
Classes). For example, the “SocialDebt” class. The framework also represents the relations behind said concepts
(Associations between UML Classes). For example, the
“SocialDebt” class is in causal relationship with the
“Sub-Optimal Social Structure” class, in particular with
its “undesirableCharacteristicEffect” attribute. Comments
represent how often the relations were found in the dataset. For example, the causal relationship between the
“SocialDebt” class and the “Sub-Optimal Social Structure” class was found 28 times in 9 interview transcripts.
To keep the diagram compact, we did not include the
occurrence frequency of core conceptsb .
Based on the definitions and relations for concepts in
Figure 1, social debt is defined as a cumulative and
increasing cost in the current state of things, connected to invisible and negative effects within a development community. These effects might need some
digging in order to be found since they are connected
to undesirable, often implicit characteristics in the
organisational and social structure [5] emerging in
development communities. These characteristics produce an additional cost, e.g., increase the time needed
for development.
To elaborate a (very rough) estimate for the impact of
social debt in “Integra”, we proceeded as follows: (a) we
counted the sub-optimal characteristics reported in its
organisational and social structure over a period of 18
months (114 distinct characteristics); (b) we calculated the
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none of the interviewees could point fingers as to
who or what was causing trouble (e.g., extra costs or
delays) in GREEN or RED and their Integration.
There was a perception of problems that pervaded
the “Integra” project, and this “hunch” sentiment is
constant across our entire dataset. In addition, over
100 “DebtEffects” were reported in 14 interviews as
connected to software artefacts as well.
• Social Debt can be quantified by combining
social network analysis of undesirable
characteristics with analysing their compounding
costs - As evident from Figure 1 the “SocialDebt”
class is strongly correlated to the “Sub-Optimal Social
Structure” and “Sub-Optimal organisational
Structure” classes. Sub-optimality for these
classes is determined by a series of
“undesirableCharacteristicEffect” that can be
quantified. For example in our case study of “Integra”
we found, among others, the following sub-optimal
characteristics: “colleague downturn” - people refuse
or refrain from helping; “extraneous colleagues” coworkers do not know each other. Both these
characteristics can be measured through social
network analysis (e.g., as suggested in [36]);
consequently the connected cost may be estimated.
This not withstanding, more research is needed to
establish and apply the use of SNA for social debt
estimation.
• Social Debt’s existence is heralded by
organisational and social anti-patterns (i.e.,
community “smells”) which are emerging and
recurring across the community - As evident from
Figure 1 the “Socio-Technical Decision” class is in a
causal relationship with “Community Smell”. Also,
according to our evidence, the times at which this
causality was reported are antecedent to the
emergence of sub-optimal organisational structures.
For example in our case study of “Integra” we found a
pattern of behaviour recurring in subsequent periods
of time and a consequent suboptimal characteristic,
“communication delays”. We defined this pattern as
the “radio-silence” community “smell”, that is, a
recurring delay (a few hours to half a day) in
answering sometimes critical emails or posts. The
smell is connected to the previously reported
“extraneous colleagues” characteristic.
Communication was relying solely on the “kindnessof-strangers” effect. Although the delay may seem
small enough, its compounding effect across the
community produced a non-trivial delay. An overview
of the smells we found is available in Section 4.2.
• Social Debt can be causing technical debt as well
- For example in our case of “Integra” we found the
“replicated-coding” and the “code-churn” technical

debt smells [9]. Both smells were emerging from the
aforementioned socio-technical decision to adopt a
new language as an Integration bridge between the
RED and GREEN products as well as a collaboration
ground for both communities. As a result of the
intended collaboration, people at both ends of the
bridge (both in RED and GREEN) replicated pretty
much the same functionality (although with different
structure) working for re-adaptation of their “end”,
with consequent waste. Hence, both smells are a
“SocialDebtEffect”, that is, a negative effect with
invisibile socio-technical causes.
• Social Debt may be mitigated by specific sociotechnical decisions (“mitigations”) - For example
in our case of “Integra” we found over 50 decisions (or
better, instances of “Socio-Technical Decision” class)
made to try and “pay back” parts of the accumulated
social debt, with mild to very good results. Among
these decisions was the decision to adopt a
supporting learning community for technicians and
staff involved in “Integra”. This decision was taken to
“pay back” some of the debt connected to the
“radio-silence” smell, and succeeded, at least partially.
The supporting community increased the social and
organisational mesh across the project network and
increased mutual social relations such as
collaboration, learning and understanding. An
overview of the successful mitigations emerging from
our study is available in Section 4.3 and mapped to
the smells they were addressing.
4.2 Hunches for social debt? Community “smells”!

In essence, community “smells” are sets of organisational
and social circumstances with implicit causal relations.
These circumstances together are not a problem per se,
but if reiterated over time cause social debt, in the form of
mistrust, delays, uninformed or miscommunicated architectural decision-making. We found over 70 series of such
circumstances in the “Integra” project. 9 such circumstances were recurring over time (i.e., more than 5 times),
and reported over the 6-month timespan of our study.
Here follow these 9 community “smells”:
1. Organisational Silo effect: this smell was reported 7
times. In essence, (too) high decoupling development
tasks (and related developers) in the community
caused lack of communication. Also, high task
decoupling lowered developers’ mutual awareness
[37] and collaboration probably compromised
socio-technical congruence [16]. In our scenario
these circumstances led to “organisational silos”, i.e.,
sets of loosely dependent development partners
wasting resources over the development lifecycle.
The developer silos smell is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Organisational silo effect, i.e., isolated sub-communities.

Cause: high decoupling between tasks, lack of
communication or lack of cooperation in checking
task dependencies. Context: the entire development
and operation community around “Integra”.
Conditions: fine-grained command and control
policies for information exchange. Strict superiority
management and use rigid frameworks of reporting
to control and administer command. Consequences:
as a consequence of this smell, the community filled
with wasted resources (e.g., time) and duplication of
code. Also, people in the community reportedly
developed a “tunnel vision” with a consequent lack of
creativity, lack of cooperation and collaboration.
Also, this condition eventually led some developers

Figure 4 Black-cloud effect, i.e., information overcrowding obfuscates reality.

to make architecture decisions without the necessary
background and premises, quoting from our
interviews “they [members of team RED] started
taking decisions on their own using different format
every time, I could see it from TCR (technical change
request) documents”. Covariance: number of tasks
and number of dependencies are proportional to
architecture decisions - change or increase to such
decisions usually has two effects: (a) number of tasks
increase; (b) number of dependencies increase.
Contingent: this smell produces a risk on ensuring
project success.
2. Black-cloud effect: this smell was reported 8 times.
In essence, this smell was caused by two distinct
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circumstances taking place at the same time. First,
the lack of people able to bridge the knowledge and
experience gap between RED and GREEN product
teams (i.e., project boundary spanners [38]). Second,
the lack of prescribed occasions for knowledge
sharing (e.g., daily stand-ups). These two
circumstances combined together increasingly
created confusion every time knowledge exchange
initiatives took place. A “black-cloud” of confusing
back-and-forth messages were constantly
obfuscating reality. The black-cloud effect smell is
shown in Figure 4.Cause: lack of boundary spanners;
lack of sharing protocols. Context: the entire
development and operation community around
“Integra”. Conditions: fine-grained command and
control policies for information exchange.
Consequences: this smell reportedly created mistrust
and people taking “matters and decisions in their
own hands”, quoting from our interviews.
Covariance: the effect of this smell is proportional to
the number of information filtering protocols (e.g.,
how many clearance levels) in place to protect
information exchange. Contingent: -.
3. Prima-donnas effect: this smell was reported 9
times. unreceptiveness to change in RED (a legacy
product), caused severe isolation problems for people
involved. These people become “prima donnas”,
acting with a seemingly condescending and
egotistical behaviour, unable to welcome support
from development partners. This compromised the
chances of success for “Integra”. This scenario led to
the emergence of the “Prima Donnas” community
smell. Some areas of the development community
are still unable or irreceptive towards external
influence, cooperation or collaboration. Quoting

from the interviews: “everyone wants to pull the
stream towards their own windmill and [everyone
will vote] for a decision that simplifies their agenda,
uncooperative behaviour [...]”. The prima-donnas
smell is shown in Figure 5. Cause: innovation and
organisational inertia, stagnant collaboration.
Context: this smell was having an effect in all
interactions between RED and GREEN. Condition: -.
Consequence: seemingly egotistical behaviour, lack
of communication and collaboration. Covariance:
organisational changes increased irreceptiveness to
external forces, since every change sparked more fear
in prima donna sub-communities. Contingent: - .
4. Leftover-techie effect: this smell was reported 6
times. Increased isolation of maintenance, help-desk
and operations technicians in both RED and GREEN
reportedly caused technicians to feel as the “last piece
of the ladder” and also the “first ones to deal with all
complaints [from clients]”. This led to creating
mistrust some sort of sharing villainy, i.e.,
misconduct in sharing results or current status in the
unwilling technicians. The leftover-techies smell is
shown in Figure 6. Cause: increased isolation
between development and operations people.
Context: this smell was having an effect in all
interactions between RED and GREEN as well as the
interactions between all products involved and the
(paying) customers. Condition: - . Consequence:
seemingly egotistical behaviour for knowledge and
status awareness sharing, lack of communication and
general lack of trust. Covariance: the more clients the
more the negative effect of the smell. Contingent: - .
5. Sharing villainy: this smell was reported 5 times.
Lack of knowledge exchange incentives or
face-to-face meetings in “Integra” limited the value

Figure 5 Prima-Donnas, i.e., condescending behaviour due to change irreceptiveness.
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Figure 6 Leftover-techies, i.e., disgruntled operations people.

that developers perceived in sharing their knowledge
and experience. Knowledge interaction became a
chore, an activity connected more to waste of time
and effort, rather than producing evident benefit.
This condition limits developers’ engagement in
knowledge sharing, to a point in which shared
information is outdated, unconfirmed or wrong. This
scenario leads to the emergence of the “Sharing
Villainy” community smell. People do not recognise
the importance of sharing good quality knowledge
carefully, e.g., by sharing outdated, unchecked
updates.

Figure 7 Sharing villainy, i.e., poor quality of knowledge interaction.

The sharing-villainy smell is shown in Figure 7.
Cause: lack of knowledge sharing incentives as well
as activities which promote useful knowledge sharing
and synch, e.g., face-to-face meetings. Context: this
smell negatively affects knowledge exchange and
related interactions across the community. For
example, people in RED were not motivated enough
(e.g., by incentive), enabled (e.g., by buddy-pairing
with GREEN) or instructed (e.g., by protocols like
agile methods as in GREEN) to communicate with
fellow partners overseas, likely disseminate
unconfirmed or outdated knowledge, forming the
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ideal conditions for the “Sharing Villainy” smell, as
the pattern became recurrent. Condition: - .
Consequence: undefined information flow and lower
engagement in the community, as a consequence of
members’ detachment. Covariance: - . Contingent: - .
6. Organisational Skirmish: this smell was reported 7
times. Misalignment between organisational culture
in the development unit and the operations unit
during “Integra” caused severe managerial issues. For
example, different average expertise levels between
GREEN and RED reportedly expected dropped
productivity up to 50% for weeks at the first attempt
to integrate. This scenario leads to an “organisational
skirmish” among organisations, each with its own
layout and properties. The Organisational Skirmish
smell is shown in Figure 8. Cause: different
communication and expertise levels adopted
between units involved in the project. Context: The
skirmish smell was observed during maintenance of
RED and GREEN as separate products, but their
Integration would likely see the same effect as well.
Condition: - . Consequence: this smell led to project
delay of a few days. Covariance: - . Contingent: - .
7. Architecture hood effect: this smell was reported 5
times. Architecture decision-makers for “Integra”
were far away from both GREEN and RED developers
and operators. Also, decisions were taken in an
“architecture board” across which it was difficult to
find those directly responsible for decisions and their
reasoning. This created social strain when decisions
were “questioned” by developers or operators in
GREEN and RED. In essence, the decision to adopt a
software architects’ board to speed-up decisions, did
in fact increase decision-making but created a
“nobody’s fault” effect from architects, nobody

Figure 8 Organisational Skirmish, i.e., clashes of organisational structure.
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wanted to take accountability for the decision and
lead in its implementation in practice. Also,
developers were reportedly blaming the architecture
decisions for any technical mishaps during “Integra”.
The architecture hood effect: smell is shown in
Figure 9. Cause: geographical and socio-technical
dispersion of architecture decisions. Context: The
smell was observed when decisions were being
communicated to RED and GREEN. Condition:
geographical distance between decision makers and
others played a major role. Consequence: this smell
led to uncooperative behaviour across the
community. Covariance: - . Contingent: - .
8. Solution defiance: this smell was reported 9 times.
Different levels of experience and different cultural
backgrounds divided developers into overly similar
subgroups (through homophily). Then, developers
divided themselves into factions with completely
conflicting opinions concerning socio-technical or
technical decisions to be taken. This slowed down
“Integra” by up to 2 days and led (in some cases) to
“organisational rebellion” (e.g., some developers did
not take the decision into account until the last
possible minute). The solution defiance smell is
shown in Figure 10. Cause: homophile subgroups.
Context: The smell was observed when opinions on
decisions were being asked to RED and GREEN
communities. Condition: different experience and
cultural backgrounds. Consequence: uncooperative
behaviour, ignoring decisions. Covariance: the more
decisions are thrown the more defiance is fostered.
Contingent: technical debt emerging in the project
was reportedly dependent on this circumstance.
9. Radio-silence: this smell was reported 16 times.
Increasingly formal organisational structure full of
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Figure 9 Architecture hood, i.e., architecture decisions are made without accountability, everyone blames the architects.

“regular procedures” forced changes to be retarded,
time is lost between people, mostly extraneous
between each other, to be notified and certified with.
This introduced a fixed recurring delay of 1/2 to 2
days per decision. Also, sometimes people reportedly
refrained from asking additional info at all. The
radio-silence smell is shown in Figure 11. Cause:
highly formal and complex organisational structure.
Context: The smell was observed when
socio-technical decisions were being communicated
to RED and GREEN sub-communities. Condition:
closed organisational compartments between RED

and GREEN. Consequence: time delay. Covariance:
the more decisions are made the more the delay.
Contingent: 4.3 It smells! What can I do? Mitigations!

Not all debts in “Integra” were left unpaid or un-tackled.
We found over 26 socio-technical decisions operated with
the intent of mitigating, although partially, the effect or
debt evident in “Integra”. Seven interviewees reportedly
belonging to the management board of “Integra” reported
over 20 socio-technical decisions operated over the span
of 18 months to “pay back the debt”. In this paper we report

Figure 10 Solution defiance, i.e., overly similar (through homophily) groups with conflicting opinions.
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Figure 11 Radio-silence, i.e., too many filters hinder information passing.

only those decisions that reportedlyd procured a beneficial effect and map these decisions to the relative smell
they tried to tackle. Unfortunately, we did not have data
to understand to what degree these decisions reduced or
hampered the effect of related smells. Also, we found evidence of mitigations that increased social debt rather than
the opposite. It is worth mentioning that about 40% of the
mitigations adopted did not yield positive outcomes and,
in some cases, they made things worse. Also, over 80% of
the reported mitigations were generated by “BadExperience” as a malevolent effect connected to social debt (see
the relation between “BadExperience” and “Mitigation” in
Figure 1).
We found recurring evidence that 6 such decisions procured clear benefits to tackle some community “smells”,
i.e., “deodorants” for said smells:
1. Full-circle: to mitigate the leftover-techie smell,
managers for “Integra” decided to establish a fixed,
dedicated instant-messaging line of communication
between operations technicians, managers and key
developers, in a manner much consistent with the
DevOps trend [39]. This decision indeed greatly
hampered further consequences, although not all the
connected debt was actually payed back.
2. Learning-community: to mitigate the radio-silence
smell, managers for “Integra” decided to establish an
online learning community much similar to the
Learning Community type reported in our previous
work[5]. All practitioners involved in the project
were eventually involved in the community and led
by dedicated tutoring and coaching personnel. This

decision reduced almost completely further delays
and consequences of the radio-silence smell, either
directly (by creating stronger social and
organisational bonds between practitioners) or
indirectly (some practitioners were learning from the
community what they would have otherwise asked to
stranger colleagues). Nevertheless, we found evidence
that subversive behaviour eventually emerged across
the community which suggests the need for ad-hoc
community structure and management. More in
particular, some community members started using
the community to “outsource” part of their work or
decisions, for example, quoting from our interviews
[members of the learning community] are essentially
“[different developers from different products and]
from different teams each pulling towards their own
direction, pushing their own work, instead of finding
a common standard [for community structure and
goals]”.
3. Culture conveyors: to mitigate the prima donnas
and sharing villainy smells, managers for “Integra”
decided to appoint some developers both in RED and
GREEN as architects (i.e., through promotion). The
promotion was subject to the condition that new
architects would also disseminate a homogeneous
organisational culture harmoniously, with the intent
of Integrating the RED and GREEN communities as
their respective products were being integrated. This
decision reduced smell effects but, reportedly, not as
much as originally hoped, considered the expense for
the promotions. Although we did not have enough
data to investigate further, this decision might have,
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in fact, payed back some debt while generating some
other, connected to the additional introduced cost
(promotion scheme).
4. Stand-up voting: to mitigate the architecture-hood
smell managers for “Integra” decided to establish
fixed daily stand-ups also for RED (previously
adopting a “waterfall” process model). At the end of
the stand-ups practitioners would be asked to vote in
an anonymous voting-system either for accepting
decisions communicated as part of the meeting or
proposing feasible alternatives. This decision indeed
reduced greatly the effect of the smell almost to none.
Nevertheless, the application of this strategy suggests
the continued and consistent presence of mistrust
among professionals in both RED and GREEN.
5. Community-based contingency planning: to
mitigate the prima-donnas and solution defiance
smells, managers for “Integra” decided to: (a) make
technical (e.g., architecture) and socio-technical (e.g.,
social or organisational structure changes) together;
(b) use the appointed learning community as a device
to generate “contingency plans” in case certain
technical or socio-technical decisions lead to warning
scenarios. This increased the cohesion of the
community and reportedly hampered the effects of
the smells.
6. Social wiki: to mitigate the prima donnas, solution
defiance, black-cloud effect, sharing villainy and
organisational silo effect smells, managers for
“Integra” decided to adopt a “social wiki” combining
practitioners profiles with the artefacts under their
care and the connected documentation. This
decision was being implemented at the time our
study completed its analysis so we are unsure as to
the cost or effect of said mitigation. Nevertheless, we
decided to report it as it is consistent with the
increasing needs for Enterprise 2.0 and enterprise
social networking [40].

Among said questions, was the following: “What decisions
cause both technical and social debt?”. We indadvertedly stumbled upon the answer to this question, that is,
decisions about using technicalities (e.g. introducing
new programming language) to influence community
aspects as well, might lead to technical and social debt
together. In our scenario we found 7 such decisions. For
example, the previously mentioned decision to use a common programming language between RED and GREEN as
a collaboration opportunity. Although it seemed a good
decision, well motivated and with sound rationale, the
decision ultimately led to technical and social debt. All
such decisions should be taken into further inquiry by
social and technical debt researchers for further study.
Community smells can be clustered in three sets,
depending on their context: (1) smells that exist in a
community’s structure - i.e., that can be observed and
have an effect on the structural properties of a community,
such as its formality; (2) smells that exist in the community’s context - i.e., that can be observed and have an
effect on the constellation of properties surrounding the
community’s operational environment, such as political
boundaries or laws; (3) smells that exist in the community
members’ interactions - i.e., the set of social and technical
relations and actions that allow the community to exist,
such as meetings. This suggests a framework to structure future research in discovering community smells, but
also suggests an intrinsic difficulty to measure social debt
in a precise way, depending on non-trivial relations and
characteristics with implicit relations.
The three clusters above share a remarkable similarity with the 3C model for communitarian work,
previously defined in [41]. The 3C model states that
three basic activities drive the operations for software production: (a) communication with peers to realise organisational activities; (b) coordination of activities and tasks
to achieve planned business goals; (c) cooperation on
tasks that require concurrent and shared work/expertise.
Intuitively, smells that exist in community members’ interactions hinder communication. Similarly, coordination, or
organisation in context [42], is compromised by smells
that exist in the communities’ context. Finally, cooperation, is compromised by smells existing in communities’
structure.
This intuitive similarity has two key implications: (1)
the investigation of social debt [3] needs to focus around
the three dimensions in the 3C model and, consequently,
rotate around community smells in the corresponding
clusters; (2) software engineering research focuses on
investigating one out of three sets of smells, that of coordination by means of socio-technical congruence [16] studying the remaining two dimensions could prove valuable to govern development communities, maximising
their social worth or managing their social debt [3], if any.

5 Discussion
This section discusses our findings and their implication.
Also, we report a number of lessons learned from the
study. These are general insights that might benefit further research into social debt as well as practitioners at
hands with it. Finally, we discuss a few threats to validity
we identified for this study.
5.1 On the implications of social debt

In the following, the implications for social debt are
emphasised in bold.
In previous work [3] we operated a rough comparison of
social debt with the notion and state of the art in technical
debt. What resulted were a series of key research questions on the overlaps between social and technical debt.
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Influencing “smells” without preemptive study is
ultimately a trial-and-error exercise. In our case, we
found over 10 relatively uninformed socio-technical decisions made to tackle “smells”. These did not yield the
desired effect and, in 3 cases, reportedly led to worse
outcomes. This suggests that a more accurate study of
“smells” and mitigations is in order. This study might
reveal previously reported “smells” as well as effective
ways in which they were tackled under certain conditions.
This study might start from the body of literature in software engineering success or failure or, in parallel, from
the body of literature in organisations and social networks
research.

may compromise everything. With this we learned that
a more communitarian formula should be researched for
teaching and practicing software engineering. In fact, this
observation is corroborated by looking more deeply at
the mitigations reported in Section 4.3. All the mitigations reported have the goal of increasing the diversity,
connectedness and awareness [43] of a community of people. More research is needed to establish the ways and
practices in this theoretical formula. Such research would
very well benefit from the study of successful (and failing)
open-source communities. These are a clear example of
efficient and powerful self-organisation.
5.3 Threats to validity

5.2 Lessons learned

There are several lessons we learned from studying the
scenario at hand.
Integrating two products means joining two (or
more) communities as well. In our case, many social,
organisational and technical decisions were taken along
the way to “merge” the two communities involved into
one. However, we discovered a number of “ancillary” people, part of other business units, not directly involved
in “Integra” that actually played a role in the project
(e.g., helpers, information conveyors, etc.). With this we
learned that the organisational and social Integration
between communities responsible for a certain product is
critical and should be carefully planned and orchestrated.
Software practitioners generally associate guilt and
fear to the social and organisational investigation of
their efforts. We observed this circumstance in many previous studies of similar nature. It may well be connected
with the “my boss will not be happy about this” social
dynamic, which may cause the connected anxiety. Nevertheless, with this we learned that the tools with which
a development community should be studied or “influenced” should be automated and non-invasive, observing
people and software artefacts together as well as based on
gamification schemes and similar technology.
Many “Contingent” factors for reported smells were
missing. We observed this circumstance on 4 out of 9
reported smells. This can suggest that, for instance, the
smells are applicable to multiple possible “Contingents”
or “Contingents” for negative effects observed were not
addressed by practitioners in the first place. This calls
for further research to identify and study “Contingent”
factors.
Divide-and-conquer may no longer be fit to rule.
In our set of 90 organisational, socio-technical or technical decisions, over 80% of these decisions applied a
classic software engineering innuendo: divide-et-impera.
Most of these decisions, however, implied divisions in the
product as well as corresponding divisions in the community. While the former may procure benefits, the latter

Based on the taxonomy in [44], there are four potential
validity threat areas, namely: external, construct, internal,
and conclusion validity.
External Validity concerns the applicability of the
results in a more general context. Being this study performed in one organisation, results could be specific to its
context. To reapply results and possibly confirm the validity of this study we are planning additional independent
exploratory case-studies.
Construct Validity and Internal Validity concern the
generalisability of the constructs under study, as well as
the methods used to study and analyse data (e.g. the types
of bias involved). To mitigate these threats, our methods were tailored to use multiple triangulation of data
sources. A representative from “Integra” verified our interpretations of the data and provided clarifications and
corrections where necessary. Partial results and incremental analysis was conducted to gather constant independent
feedback by three senior researchers.
Conclusion Validity concerns the degree to which our
conclusions are reasonable based on our data. Our conclusions were drawn by an analysis of empirical evidence
using known and confirmed methods from literature such
as, coding, gap- and taxonomy analysis. The approach and
instruments that we used to gather such evidence were
presented and validated in previous work [2,4,45].

6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we discuss and elaborate on the notion of
social debt that was originally introduced in [3]. To investigate social debt in action we conducted a case study
in industry. To answer our primary research questions,
namely, “What are the factors at play around social debt
during the software lifecycle? Are there patterns in said
factors? Can they be mitigated?”, this article offers four key
contributions.
First, a framework to define and interpret social debt.
This can be used in practice to identify the variables
that govern social debt, e.g., for more informed decisionmaking.
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Second, a list of community “smells”. These are sociotechnical anti-patterns that may apparently look normal
but reflect unlikeable community characteristics, such
as anti-social organisational behaviour across the community, e.g., developers that refuse or delay information
sharing. These patterns can be used in practice to “sense”
the precursors of social debt in much the same way code
smells fathom technical debt.
Third, a list of mitigation strategies to community
“smells”, as emerging from our case study. These can be
used in practice to reduce the negative effects connected
to some “smells”.
Fourth, a list of lessons learned as part of our case study
that further discuss social debt and its implications. These
can be used by researchers interested in pursuing further
social debt research.
From our study we learned that social debt is a force
to be reckoned with, hand in hand with technical debt.
This force is connected to sub-optimal characteristics
in software development communities. Further research
is needed to generate a more systematic approach. For
example, the use of community detection and characterisation mechanisms via social networks analysis might be
used to understand if social debt can somehow be measured automatically. Also, investigating further the relation between software architectures and “organisational
architectures” might reveal patterns that lead to social and
technical debt.
In the future, we plan to devise mechanisms to visualise
and study the social community structure of development
communities, by putting together their socio-technical
properties and observable characteristics. In so doing, we
hope to discover ways to mine data from software development communities that can lead to the discovery of
their sub-optimal characteristics, and, possibly, any connected “smells”. Also, we plan to elaborate further on
the notion of community “smells” perhaps starting from
analysing literature in software engineering (e.g., studying software failure stories). More in particular, we plan to
answer the following research questions:
“What software engineering artefacts are affected by
community smells?” Much information and data in our
dataset concerning software artefacts (e.g., software architecture, requirements, integration requests, etc.) in our
investigation scenario remains to be analysed - perhaps
this data can be analysed in continuation with the study in
this paper, e.g., to understand if community smells have a
direct or indirect impact on software itself.
“How can social debt be measured?” Social debt clearly
entangles a number of software and lifecycle artefacts,
finding measurements for the negative characteristics
connected to social debt in said artefacts is the starting point to measure social debt in the first place. This
research venue might benefit from research in Mining

Software Repositories (MSR) since it involves mining
software products to establish causality. However, an
exploratory study is needed to establish what should be
measured and how.
“Are there community smells previously reported in literature?” Software engineering literature offers empirical
research in software failure that could potentially contain
a number of community smells. Mapping this portion of
software engineering literature could be a valuable tool
for practitioners embarking on complex software engineering endeavours involving more than one team or
organisation.

7 Endnotes
a
Interview guide is only available through written
request.
b
Nevertheless, every core concept was found more
than 48 times in the entire dataset.
c
The average of 4 hrs was calculated on 34 sub-optimal
characteristics for which our interviewees explicitly gave
us a delay - this average was then extended to all
sub-optimal characteristics found.
d
By at least two interviewees.
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